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ABSTRACT
Unbieached kraft miii effiuent ean be treated with 80-90 % BOD removai by the extended
aeration proeess where the siudge ioad is iess than 0. 1 kg BOD/kg MLSS d and where two
settiing tanks operating periodicafly are used, it sewage or nutrients are added to the
wastewater. Bieached kraft miii effiuents can he treated by the same process with 70 %
BOD removal without the nutrient dosage and without pH reguiation. Then the aetivated
siudge contains 35 mg N/i and 5 mg P71. Ca-hisuifite puiping eondensates oanhetreated
by batch-type extended aeration with over 95% BOD removal it the pHis raised to 5, ii’
most of the S02 is removed, and if smaii amounts ot nutrients (BOD N P = ilo : 1
0, 1) are added.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Finnish puip and paper industry, accounting for abnut 75 % of the eountry% water demand,
is aiso its iargest consumer nf water. Many Finnish pulp milis wiil eventuaily need specific
improvements in their waste treatment. A logieal improvement regarding miii waste treatment
wouid he made internaUy, fnr exampie by using ciosed water circuiation nr by adding chemicais
with a minimum poUution potential. Althnugh the reduetion nf the miil’s internal waste inad has
priority, the pnssibility of reducing the externai waste loads should nnt he overlnoked. The
bioiogieai treatment of effiuents is one sueh measure. If pulp miii effiuents are tn he treated
biologiraily, the following methods may he used:
- normal activated sludge method
- extended aeratinn
- aerated iagonn
- oxidation pond.
Puip miii effiuents have the foflowing charaeteristics:
- a large quantity
- a low pH ii puip is bleached
- a iow suppiy of nitrngen and phosphorus
- toxic substances.
The dnsing of nutrients into puip miii effiuents, espeeiaily, is expeeted to have a specific
detrimentai effect on Finnish watercourses. For this reason the amount of nutrients dosed
shouid he kept at a minimum. It is not possibie to re-use nutrients with the normal activated
siudge method. This is, however, possihle with extended aeration or with an aerated iagoon.
If the aerated iagoon method is seiected, the tank voiume wiii have to he very large and the
treatment efficiency usuafly lower than in extended aeration. Thus this paper presents a study
8of extended aeration becaose the process can operate with smail amounts of nutrients. Ex
tended aeration also has the advantage that fluctuations in effluent qoantity or quality do not
greatly interfere with the process.
2. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The main purpose of tMs study was to investigate the amount ot nutrients needed in the ex
tended aeration of pulp miii effluents. The temperature and pH effecte on BOD removal were
also studied.
3. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
3. 1 ANALYSIS OF PULP MILL EFFLUENTS
The quaiities of puip miii effiuents vary wideiy depending on the method of polping. It wooid
not he expedient to make a iist of the different components of polp miii effloents; detaiied
anaiysis ot waste 18 very seidom mentioned in the hterature. It is more expedient to eharact
erize puip miii effioents hy such determinations as BOD, COD, coior, suspended soiids and
lignin. If necessary, the iist can he suppiemented with toxic sobstances sueh as resin acids,
suifides and mercaptans, or with other sobstanees such as sugars.
The impurities in pulp miii effiuents can he divided into foor groups as foliows (Tötterman
1964):
i. suspended sohds such as bark particies, fibers and ilme mud;
2. soiubie organie matter such as organio acids, carbohydrates, aloohois, iignosulfonates;
3. soiubie inorganic matter soch as sodium and caieium salts, free aeids and bases;
4. toxic substances such as mercaptans, suifides and resin acids.
3. 2 PULP MILL EFFLUENTS
3.21 Suifite Puip Miii Effiuents
The water comsumption of suifite puip miiiis in Finiand is 250-800 m3 per ton of onbieached
puip and 400-800 m3 per ton of bleached puip. The higherfigurerefersto an oider miii and
the iower to modern miiis where water is eircuiated. Suspended solids in the wastewater of
suifite puip miiiis originate mainly from the barking and sereening departments. The ash
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whieh eomes from the hurning of the spent liquor aiso often goes into the efflueot. The waste
waters of sulfite pulp milis eontain about 120 kg of suspended soiids per ton of puip. With
meehanical treatment this amount aan he decreased to 15-20 kg of suspended solids per ton
of puip (Noukka 1970).
The most important suifite pulp mmi effluents are the following:
- wasted spent liqoor from the washing and sereening of pulp
- condensates from spent liquor evaporators
-
bleach piant effluents.
The main poilutor of suifite pulp milis is spent iiquor. Accordiog to Nylander (1964), the
spent liquor of Ca-solfite pulping comprises the following:
Tabie 1. The composition of spent liquor (Nylander 1964).
Aspen Birch Spruce Pine
Roenumber 3.7 3.5 3.0 3.8
BOD g/1 37.0 49.4 32.0 36.3
KMnO4 g/1 563 358 336 380
p11 2.6 2.4 2.0 2.2
BOD kg/ton 296 395 256 290
Spent liquor eontains lignosulfonates, sugars, sugar acids, hemicetLulose, resios, organio
acids, aidehydes and alcohols, etu. If diffusor washing is empioyed, the recovery rate of
spent liquor is 80-75 %. If fiiter washing is employed, the recovery rate is 85-95%. Filter
washing alone caonot he used in calcium bisuifite milis due to cloggiog by Ca-suifate, and
thus most of the spent liquor must be recovered in digesters or blow tanks.
The evaporation of spent liquor results in losses because the condensates inelude evaporable
acids. This can he prevented by raising the pH of the spent iiquor before evaporation. This
is not possible, however, in calciom bisuifite mills due to scaiing of Ca-sulfate on the
evaporators. Neutralization een he used only in magnesium, sodiom and ammoniumbisulfite
milis. Aeeording to Ruus (1964), the analysis of condensate of Ca-bisuifite milis is as foliows:
Table 2. The analysis of Ca-bisuifite miii condensate (Ruus 1964).
Total S02 g/1 1.14
Acetic acid g/1 2. 80
Formic acid g/1 0. 09
Methanol g/i 0. 26
Formaidehyde g/1 0. 048
Acetaidehyde g/1 0. 008
Furfural g/1 0. 60
BOD g/i 2.21
pH 2.2
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The condensates go into the effiuent and account for 15-30 kg BOD/ton ofpulp. Ifpuipiacooked
from birch, the BOD ioad of the condensates is higher. The bleaching of pulp inereasea the
wastewater ioad hy about 15-70 kg BOD/ton of pulp (Noukka 1970).
According to Tötterman (1964), the BOD loada of different suifite pulp miii effiuents are as
foilows:
5
50
105
12
18 18
228 135
5
85
32
25
18
75
Aleohoi and yeast ean be produeed from calcium suifite liquor, and the BOO ioad of the spent
liquor thos deereases by about 15-30 %. If ehemieals other than caieium areusedinthe cooking,
the sogar content of the spent iiquor is so low that it is not eeonomical to produce aleohoi or
yeaat. Organie aeids, furfurai and S02 ean also he reeovered from the eondensates of suifite
poip mills. Organie aeids oeeur in soch low coneentrations that their reeovery is expensive.
The eireolation of water in suifite pulp milia does not deerease the wastewater load mueh but
does heip primary treatment to some extent. The wastewater load of ealeium bisuifite mille
is greater than that of sodium and magnesium bisuifite miils due to greater iosses in washing
and to the stronger eondensates. The total BOD load of a modern suifite polp miii ts thos in
practiee about 100 kg BOD/ton of pulp.
3.22 Kraft miii effioents
The water eonaumption of kraft milis is 150-700 m3 per ton of onbleaehed puip and 200-650m3
per ton of bleaehed puip. The iower figures refer to milla where effeetive water eireulation
is empioyed. The unused a±noont of suspended soiids eomes from the harking and sereening
departments and is about 35-50 kg per ton of pulp. With meehanieal treatment thia amount
ean be redueed to 7-15 kg per ton of puip (Noukka 1970).
The dissoived matter in kraft miii effluents originates mainly from
- wasted biaek iiquor from the sereening departments
- eondensates from the eooking and evaporation proeesses
- effiuents from the bieaehing stages.
Tabie 3. Suifite puip mml effiuent loads (Tdtterman 1964).
Roe nomber
Reeovery rate (%)
Spent iiquor kg BOD/ton
Condensate kg BOD/ton ii 23
Bieaehing waste kg BOD/ton 45 45 45
Totai ioad kg BOD/ton 545 306 143
1 1 1 5
0 50 85 0
500 250 75 210
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According to Nylander (1964), the analysis of the black liquor ts as follows:
Table 4. The analysis of the black liquor (Nylander 1964).
Bireh Pine
Roe number 2. 8 5
Produetion m3/ton 8 5. 8
p11 10.5 11.4
BOD g/l 49. 2 65. 2
KMnO4 g/l 385 619
Resin aeids mg/1 475 475
Suifides mg/l 4080 9000
BOD kg/ton 355 340
The losses of biack liquor in the washing of kraft pulp are small. Although the EOD of black
liquor is as high as 250-450 kg BOD/ton of puip the BOD load from the black liquor residue
may be as iow as 8 kg BOD/ton (Etelä-Saimaan jätevesikomitean mietintö 1970). The foi
lowing example illustrates the losses in the washing and screening of pulp (Noukka 1970):
Table 5. The losses in the washing and screening of kraft pulp (Noukka 1970).
Washing procedure Losses (kg/ton of pulp)
Na2504 BOD
3-stage washing 50 21
4-stage washing 26 11
5-stage washing 13 6
Condensates of a kraft miii with batch cooking derive from
- cooking
- hlowing
- evapnration.
Condensates contain voiatiie compnunds such as methanol, aoetone and ethanol and aiso toxic
suifides (H25, methyi mercaptan, dimethyl sulfnxide and dimethyi disuifnxide) and turpentine.
The B0D of the condensates ts about 10-11 kg B0D/ton of pulp with untreated rondensates
(SSVL 1973).
The cnndensates are utilized for many stages of the process, such as washing the pulp after
eooking and preparing the white iiqunr. The use of condensates in the proeess aiso has its
disadvantages. It can cause a smeli in the prnduct and inerease the consumption of chemicals
in bleaching. Condensates can also he stripped with steam and the fractinn containing most
of the BOO load and toxic substances in condensates can he burned. After such treatment,
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the BOD of rondensates can he as low as 2 kg BOD/ton of pulp (Etelä-Saimaan jätevesikomi
tean mietintö 1970). The BOD of the bleaeh plant effiuents is 12-20 kg BOD/ton of puip (SSVL
1973). The ttal BOO ioad of a modern kraft miii is thus in praetice about 40 kg BOD/ton of
puip.
3. 3 EXTENDED AERATION KINETICS
According to Canale (1971), the growth rate phases of microorganisms can he divided into four
groups:
- lag period phase
- eonstant growth rate phase
- deciining growth phase
- organism decay phase.
In extended aeration organism decay is important and the net growth of mieroorganiins can
he thus expressed according to Canale (1971) as foliows:
dX/dt
= (p- Kd)X (1)
where X is concentration of microorganisms
t is time
ii is specific growth rate
Kd is specific organism decay rate.
According to Middiebrooks and Gariand (1968), the following equation aan he expressed for
specific growth rate p:
p = ØS/(K + 5), (2)
where is maximum speeific growth rate
5 is concentration of substrate
K is substrate ooncentration at one half maximum specific growth rate.
Middlebrooks and Garland (1968) established that the weight of microorganisms produced per
weight of nutrient utilized is a constant. This relationship is expressed as the yield coefficient
Y. According to McKinney (1962), the yield coefficient can he expressed as a differential;
dX/dt = -Y dS/dt, or (3)
dX/dS = -Y (4)
where Y is yield coefficient.
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An extended aeration plant can be illustrated by the following flow soheme:
settlinq tonk
62 X2
F ts flow rate
The material balance for mieroorganisms in the system above ts as follows (Mtddlehrooks
and Garland 1968):
Organism Organisms Growth Loss of Loss
ehange in in + of - organisms - due to (5)
reactor influent organisms in effluent decay
At steady-state conditions the organisms ehange in the reactor is zero. Organisms jo influent
can he neglected. Organism growth and decay are as follows:
Growth Loss
of - dueto + pX VdtKdXl Vdt (6)
organisms decay
V ts volume of reactor.
The loss of organisms jo effluenfis as follows:
Loss of
organisms = X2 F dt = V dt/T (7)
T ts hydraulic residenee time.
According to Middlebrooks and Garland (1968), the matertal balanee for substrate ts asfollows:
Substrate Substrate Consumption Loss of
ohange jo = jo - hy - substrate jo (8)
rea etor influent organtsms effluent
At steady-state conditions substrate ohange jo the reactor ts zero. Substrate concentrations
jo the reactor and jo effluent are the same (S = S2).
Substrate jo influent is as follows:
Substrate
jo = S Fdt (9)
tnfloeot
sx
00
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The changeof substrate doe to growth is as follows:
Consumption
by = V dX1/Y = V pX_ dt/Y (10)
organtsms
The loss ot substrate in effluent ts as follows:
Loss of
substrate in = F dt = V S2 dt/T (11)
effloent
Refering to equation (2) Middlebrook and Garland (1968) have expressed two equations:
R (S
-
S_) X1
= Kd R T/Y + (12)
R T/(i +. R T 1d = K/ s1 + 1/Ø (13)
Equations (12) and (13) can be used to determine Y, Kd. Cand K. X ts measured as VSS
(volatile suspended solids) and oan be transformed into the same form as 3 (BOD) osing
a value of 1. 42 g BOD/g VSS.
3.4 TEMPERATURE
Ao important faotor affeoting mierobial growth ts temperature. The maximum growth rate
of psychrophilic mieroorganisms oecurs at aboot 25°C and that of mesophilicmieroorganisms
at aboot 40°C. Psychrophiles can act even slightly below 0°C; they die at about 35°C. Mesophilic
mieroorganisms die at temperatores ui about 45°C; thermophiles at 60-65°C (McKinney 1962).
The modified Arrhenius equation ts often applied to biological processes as follows (Eekenfe1-
der and Engiande 1970):
K = K20 t-20) (14)
where ts reactioo rate constant at temperature t°C
K20 ts reaction rate constant at temperature 20°C
0 ts temperature coefficient.
o ts not a constant but instead depends on temperature and the type ui wastewater and biosystem.
According to Phelps (1960), 0 ts 1. 047 at 9-30°C, 1. 065 at 5-9°C and 1.45 at 0. 5-5°C.
Aiferova et al. (1974) reported 0 1. 07 at the temperatore range 6-20°C and 1. 03 at 20-40°C.
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Murphy and Rongathan (1974) found G 1.000 for an oxidationditch. Novak (1974) noted that
9 is dependent on the sobstrate concentration, whereas Friedman and Sehroeder (1972) foond
that 9 ts independent of the slodge load if tMs 15 less than 0. 5 kg BOD/kg MLSS d. Airaksi
nen (1975) stated that 0 18 1.02 for activated sludge plants, 1.03 for biofilters and 1.08 for
lagoons.
According to Friedman and Schroeder(1972), the Arrhenius equation cannot he osedtodescribe
temperature effects on activated sludge processes.
Temperature has more effect on nitrification and denitrification ihan on oxidation of carbohy
drates. 9 is 1. 08-1. 10 in nitrification and 1. 14-1. 16 in denitrification (Wild et al. 1971, Mul
barger 1971 and Sutton et al. 1974).
The oxygen utilization rate of activated sludge indicates the activity of mieroorganisms. Tem
perature affects this activity.
Aceording to Eckenfelder (1961), the oxygen utilization rate in activated sludge plants 18 as
follows:
Table 6. Qxygen utilization rate of activated sludge (g 02/kg MLSS h) at differenttemperatures
(Eekenfelder 1961).
0
Temperature C 0 10 20 30 40 50
Sludge
+ 561 mg BOD/1 30 80
Sludge
+ 400 mg saccharose/1 2. 5 7.5 18 35
Endogenous sludge 2 5. 5 12 25
Endogenous sludge 4 8
Endogenous sludge 2. 2 5
Sludge 5 15 40 65 50 30
The temperature effect on BOD removal in activated slodge plants ts less than could he expected
from the temperature effect on the rate of substrate utilization because the activity of sludge,
despite the low temperature, will suffiee for purification, and because aetived sludge is not
a monoculture and will adapt to normal, gradual temperature variations (Emde 1964).
Viehl (1950) stated that BOD removal at 12-30°C is uniform, but that below 8°C there is
a deerease in BOD reduetion, and under 2°C a very marked deerease.
In treating pulp miii effluents, conelusions were made as follows: Lardieri (1957) found the
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reaction rate at 25°C to be 3. 5 times that at 0C. Weston and Rice (1962) reported that the
reantion rate at 50C is 60 per cent of that at 20°C. Nylander (1964) noted that at 4°C 4 times
the aeration time is needed as ts required at 20°C. Blidberg et al. (1971) found that in an
aerated lagoon BOD removal is 75 per cent at 11 °C and 60 per cent at 7°C. Carpenter et ai.
(1 968) investigated the temperature effeot on puip miii affiuent treatment. Their resuits are
shown in Fig. 1.
Friedman and Sehroeder (1972) conciuded that the activated sludge process couid be used at
wastewater temperatures as high as 52°C.
e
0
0
Fig. 1. BOD removai of puip muu effiuents
at different hydrauiic residenee
times and temperatures (Carpenter
et al. 1968).
3.5 HYDROGEN-ION CONCENTRATION
A very good controi of miorobial growth ts the hydrogen-ion concentration, or pH. The pH
has a pronounced effect on enzyme reactions as foiiows (Eckenfeider 1961):
- denaturation of the enzymes
- dissoeiation of the key groups ot enzymes.
Aecording to Eukenfeider (1961), most enzymes begin to break down at pH 3 to 4. Only few
suifate-redueing baoteria have enzymes capable of existing at pH 1. Hydroxyi ions have no
toxic effect on enzymes until pH reaches or exceeds 9. 5. Ali enzymes are denaturated at pH
over 11. Aigae have enzymes which operate at pH 10-11.
According to Keefer and Meisel (1951), the best performanoe of the activated siudge process
is at pH 7. 0-7. 5. BOD removal is, however, almost as good at p11 6. 0-9. 0 as it is at pH
7. 0-7. 5. If pH is 4. 0 BOD removal is oniy 43 % of the BOD removal at the neutrai p11 value,
andis 54%ifpHisll.0.
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Emde (1964) noted that in many waste oxidation systems the pH tends to approach 7.5-8.0 due
to C02 produced from respiration as follows:
Ii the waste is alkaline, C02 produced from respiration in activated sludge will react with the
base and eaose neutralization of mixed liquor. If pH is very high, e. g. 11, C02 produced
eannot neotralize mixed liquor, and the rate of substrate utilization ts low, reqoiring a long
aeration time. Microorganisms at high pH are mainly baoteria. If the waste is acidic due to
organio aeids, these acids will be oxidized and the C02 formed will be scrubbed out from
liguor, resulting in a pH rise.
Mudrack (1959) has studied wastes with a pH varying from 2. 5 to 3.0 and has shownthatthese
wastes can he treated without neutralization; the only mieroorganisms are then fungi. COD
removal was about 70 %.
According to Erkenfeider (1961), temperature has an influence on the effect of pH on the rate
of substrate utilisation. This means, for example, that high alkaline waste, compared with
neutral waste treatment, can he treated at a temperature of 30°C duriog the same aeration
time. If the temperature drops to 100C, however, the alkalioe waste will need a muchlonger
aeration time than ts neeessary for oeutral wastes. Neutralization and pH adjustmeot are
needed jo the followiog cases:
- if mineral acids or bases cause a low or high pH
- if weakly iooized acids are converted into highly ionized acids during the oxidation proeess
-
if neutral substances, such as formaidehyde, are eooverted into and forms by oxidation.
Accordiog to Laws and Burns (1960), the oxygen utjljzation rate ofvarious activated sludges
at different pH points ts as follows:
Tahle 7. Oxygen utilizatioo rate of activated sludge (g02/kg MLSS h) at differeot pH points
(Laws snd Burns 1960).
p11 2 4 6 7 8 9 10 11
Activated sludge in buffer 10 30 50
Activated sludge jo huffer 37 25 10
Aetivated sludge in huffer 75 80 70
Pulp and paper miii siudge 5 38 52 55 52 42
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3.6 NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORIJS
Nitrogen and phosphorus are needed in the protein synthesis of eells. Most microorganisms
contain 10 % nitrogen; baeteria contain 2-3 % phosphorus, and fungi eontain 0. 4-4. 5 %
phosphorus (Aiha et al. 1973). Emde (1964) reported the empirical formula of activated
sludge asC_18H70051N7P,and thus activated sludge eontains 8. 9 % nitrogen and 1. 2 %
phosphorus. In the experiments of Enebo and Rennerfelt (1964), activated sludge of pulping
effluents contained 3. 9-11. 6 % nitrogen and 0. 6-3. 6 % phosphorus. Laamanen (1975) re
ported the average nitrogen content of activated sludge to he 2. 9-5. 5 % in the treatment of
sulfite pulping condensates and the phosphorus content to he 3. 0-4. 5 %. Aceording to Ecken
feider (1961), the nitrogen content of activated sludge depends on the quality and quantity of
the microorganisms. The critical nitrogen content varies with wastes and depends on the
ratio of mierobial mass to total volatile solids. For example, a sludge from pulp wastes has
a great deal of stahle organie matter, and its eritical nitrogen eontent is 3. 5 % based ontotal
volatile solids. By eomparison, the eritieal nitrogen eontent of domestie sludge is 7. 5 % of
total volatile solids (Eekenfeider 1961). The total nitrogen ean he broken down into:
- total dissolved nitrogen
- total particulate nitrogen
The total dissolved nitrogen ean he broken down into:
- total dissolved ammonia
- total dissolved nitrite
- total dtssolved nitrate
- total dissolved organie nitrogen.
The total phosphorus can he broken down into:
- total fiitrahle phosphorus
- total partieulate phosphorus.
Not ali total nttrogen and phosphorus is availahle to organisms. Helmers et al. (1951 and
1952) found 9-23 % availahle organie nitrogen in rag rope wastes and 55-78 % in brewery
waste and domestie sewage. Many wastewaters have a shortage of nitrogen and phosphorus
and the required amount of these nutrients is given aeeording to the ratio of BOD : N : P.
This ratio alone is not enough to indieate the effieiency of treatment beeause BOD removal
depends on many faetors, e. g.
- the quality of wastes
- environmental eonditions (e. g. temperature, pH, nutrients, toxieants)
- the type of treatment plant (e. g. whether there is a seeondary settl.ing tank or not)
- the load of the treatment plant.
20
The ratio of BOD N P has been reported as foiiows: Heimers et al. (1951) gave the op
timum ratio of 100 6 : 1 and the criticai ratio of 100 : 3 0. 6.
Aerated iagoons have aiso operated with smail amounts of nutrients. According to Hynninen
(1974), in the USA (e. g. Weyerhaeuser) and Canada (e. g. Kamloops) nutrients are dosed into
aerated lagoons according to the ratio of 100 2. 5 0. 5 as a maximum at a low water tem
perature and no nutrients at a high water temperature. In Sweden at Frövifors Bruk nutrients
are also dosed into an aerated lagoon according to ratios varying from 100 2. 5 1 to 100
0. 8 0. 1. The hydraulic residenee time of the wastewater in this lagoon is 5 days.
Bishop et al. (1968) described a 3-day aerated lagoon treating kraft miii effiuents;nutrients
were added in a ratio of 100 1. 3 0. 4, and BOD removal ranged from 79 to 91%; a secondary
settiing tank was used. Morgan (1969) reported on an unbleached kraft lineboard miii which
treated wastewaters in a 5-day aerated lagoon; no nutrients were used hecause phosphoric
acid eieaning of the evaporators and paper miii additives contrihuted phosphorus and nitrogen;
no secondary settiing tank vas used. Morgan (1969) also described a 5-day aerated iagoon of
a bieaehed suifite puip miii where a secondary settiing tank was used; nutrients were fed in
a ratio of 100 : 1. 0 0. 3 and BOD removai was 86 %. Parker and White (1968) described a 5-
day aerated iagoon, without a secondary settiing tank, treating bieached kraft mmi effiuents;
nutrients were fed in ratios of 100 2. 7 0.77; 100 1. 3 0. 25 and 100 0.74 0. i4 and
BOD removais were 74, 60 and 59 %, respectiveiy. Devones et ai. (1968) reported a ratio of
100 1 0. 3 when bleached suifite puiping effluents were treated in a 5-day aerated lagoon.
Vamvakias and Miller (1970) stated that BOD removal is 79 % at 2°C if nutrient is added
and if the hydrauiic residence time is 10 days, but if no nutrient is added BOD removal is
60 % for hydrauiic residenee time of 30 days. Biidberg et al. (1971) noted as small a ratio
as 100 0. 5 0. 1 when using aerated iagoons, but BOD removai was oniy 60 %. Giiiiespie
(1971) statedthat there is no need for nutrientsin an aerated iagoon ifthehydrauiicresidence
time is 15 days or more. According to Nowaeki (1969) BOD removal is 40-50 % if nitrogen or
phosphorus oniy are added in a conventionai process. According to SSVL (1973), sulfite puip
miii eondensates are treated in Sweden in the conventionai activated siudge piants in Hyite
using a ratio of 100 3. 5 0. 65, in Hammarby using a ratio of 100 5 1, and in Bökshoim
feeding phosphoric acid so that the effiuent phosphorus eontent 12 0. 5 mg P71. Akamatsu and
Kamishima (1972) used ratios of 100 2.5 0.5 and 100 1.7 0.3 when treating kraft miii
effluents with the contact stahiiization methods (sludge ioad 0. 5 kg BOD/kg MLSS d). The use
of the iatter ratio reduced BOD removai to 72 %. Skwara et ai. (1973) applied the ratios of
100 5 1 and 100 2. 5 0. 5 when treating bieached suifite puip mmi effiuents and bleaehed
kraft mlii effiuents using a 20-hour aeration time in the laboratory tests.
As mentioned above, the ioading of the treatment piant affects nutrient utilization. This has
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alsö been proved by the research of Haltrich (1969) as shown in Fig. 2. In the Haltrich ex
periments the aeration time was only 3 hours, but it was stiil possible to coneiude that 80 %
BOD removal could he achieved at a ratio of BOD N = 100 1. 5.
According to Eviievitch and Lomova (1974) in the IJSSR (VNIIB) investigations on the feasibility
of using smaller nitrogen doses than those of BO]D N = 100 5 have heen conducted. They
studied biological proeesses where the ratio of BOD N varied from 100 0 to 100 10 and
found that the optimum ratio was 100 3. 5. Ii the amonnt of nitrogen is smaiier than that of
the ratio 100 2 then activated siudge setties badiy. If the remaining BOD of the treatment
piant effiuent couid he higher than 30 mg/1 itwouid bepossibie to remove ali nitrogen and
phosphorus from the effiuent. Phosphorus has been dosed in the IJSSR only according to the
ratio BOD P = 100 1.
The nitrogen source used is mainly ammonia or in pilot piant tests ammoniacainitrogensnch
as (NH4)2S0, (NH4)2HP0, NH4O3, NH4CI. The phosphorus source used is mainiy
phosphoric acid or in the pilot piant tests NHH2PO, (NH4)2HP0, NaH2PO4, Na2HPO4,
Na3PO4and K2HPO4 (Hiidenheimo 1969).
100
90 BOD
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 Fig. 2. The effect of nitrogen dosage on the
Dosage ofoitrogen 100N/BOD efficieney of treatment (Haitrieh 1969).
3.7 TOXIC SUBSTANCES
Many substances in bioiogicai oxidation processes are toxic. Depending on the concentration
of the substance, inhibition may he bactericidai or bacteriostatic. The adaptationofbiosystems
to some toxic suhstances in waste treatment is important. This may resuit from inaetivation
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of toxic materiai by the bioiogieal activity of microorganisms, or by seleetive growth of the
microorganisms. The effect of adaptation may he considerable. For example, sulfides comple
tely inhihit the biologieal growth of activated sludge in concentrations in excess of 25 mg/1 hut
adaptation increases the toieranee level of suifides to 100 mg/1. In the case of heavy metais
such as copper, zinc and ehromium, adaptation increases the tolerance level from 1-3 mg/1
to above 75 mg/1 (Emde 1964).
The toxie substances in kraft miii effiuents are turpentine, resin acids, inorganio sulfides
(H2S and Na2S), organic suifides (methylmercaptan, dimethyi suifoxide and dimethyi
disuifoxide) and chiorine eompounds if pulp is bieached. According to Hynninen (1971), itis
possible to treat wastes using the normal activated sludge method if the amount of organic
suifides is iess than 10 mg 8/1 and the amount of H2S iess than 8 mg 8/1; hut if the organio
suifide content exceeds 30 mg 8/1 or H2S content 20 mg 8/1 treatment is impossihle. Tur
pentine and resin acids are mainly recovefed in most kraft mille. According to Peilinen and
Rosehier (1952), the reaction in the ehiorination stage, when ehiorine is used in the bieaching,
can he simpiified as foilows:
LgH + C12—’- LgC1 + HCI (15)
where Lg is iignin.
The chloroiignin (LgC1) thus formed is, according to many experts (Wigren 1972), not toxie.
Bleaeh piant effluents may, however, have other chiorine compounds which are toxie.
Several researehes have evaluated the relative toxicity of kraft miii effluents in terms of the
median toierance limit. The medtan toleranee limit is the toxieant percentage byvolumewhich
wuii kiRi 50 % of the exposed population ina known exposure time. For exampie T. L. m96 in
dicates the median toleranee iimit for 96 hours of exposure. Tabie 8 illustrates the T. L. m
vaiues for kraft miii effiuents (Howard and Walden 1965):
Tahle 8. The median toierance limit (T. L. m) for kraft mmi effluents at different exposure
times (Howard and Waiden 1965).
Time of the exposure h 24 48 96
Screening and deckering effiuent 56. 2 52 50. 0
Recaustieizing effiuent 100 100 100
Fieach plant and effiuent 28. 3 21. 9 18. 2
Bieach piant caustic effiuent 42. 7 22. 1
Whoie effiuent (neutraiized) 73. 0 64. 0 54. 8
Whoie effiuent (unneutraiized) 14. 6 11. 5 8.4
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In suifite puip miii effiuents the main toxic substances are S02, HS03, S03=, and ehiorine
compounds if puip is bieached. According to Meinck et al. (1956), the suifite ion concentra
tion shouid he iess than 300 mg/1 in activated sludge piants.
/
3.8 PLANT OPERATION PARAMETERS (HYDRAULIC LOAD, VOLUME LOAD, SLUDGE
LOAD AND MLSS)
If domestic sewage ts treated the extended aeration ts defined according to Emde (1964) so
that the hydraulic ioad ts 1 m3/m d, the voiume ioad ts 0. 36 kg BOD/m3 d, the siudge ioad
ts 0. 1 kg BOD/kg MLSS d and MLSS ts 3. 6 kg/m3. The BOD of pulp mmi effiuents often dif
fers a great deai from that of domestic sewage and thus the siudge inad ts the best parameter
of extended aeration. In extended aeration the siudge ioad shouid he iess than 0. 1 kg BOD/kg
MLSS d.
Aerated iagoons aside, sxtendsd aerationis rather seidom referred to in the itterature of
puip mm effiuent treatment. In aerated iagoons (e. g. Morgan 1969) the hydrauiie residenee
time ts about 5 days and thus hydrauitc ioad ts 0. 2 m3/m d. Bachanek (1967) reported a
hydrauiic ioad of 2 when treating ftberboard wastes reaching 88 % COD reduetion. The COD
of wastewater was 3 500 mg/1. Waiden et ai. (1972) treated bieached kraft miii effluent and
used a hydrauiic ioad of 1. Skwara et ai. (1973) used a hydrauitc ioad of 1.2 when treating
bieached kraft miii effluent. They achteved 90 % BOD removai.
When volume ioad ts referred tn in the literature of puip miii effluent treatment, the voiume
ioad has normafly been rather high: Rudoifs and Amherg (1953) noted that a BOD removai of
90 % can he achieved using a vniume ioad of 5 kg BOD/m3 d when treating puip mifl white
water. Amherg and Cormack (1957) studted the bio-oxidation of spent suifite itquor. They
achieved 80 % BOD removai using an extremeiy high vniume load of 41 when treating S02
free waste, and the same BOD removai using a voiume ioad of 26 when treating unstripped
waste. Lardieri (1957) treated kraft, suifite and boardmiii effluents suecessfuliy for volume
loads from 1 to 9. Pehrson and Rennerfeit (1958) studied hio-oxidation of bleaching effiuents
and suifite puip mml condensates. They noted that 85 % BOD removai couid he achieved using
voiume ioads of 4-5. They aiso studied an activated siudge process for waiiboard waste and
reported that 85 % BOD removai couid he attained for voiume ioads of 2. 4-3. 0. According to
Robbtns (1958), it ts posstbie to reach 90 % BOD removai using a voiume ioad of 6. He treated
the diiuted biow-down condensates of a neutrai sulfite semi-chemtcal proeess. Laws and Burns
(1960) used voiume loads of 1.2-1.5 for treatment ofeffiuentsofunbieachedandbleachedkraft
and semi-ehemiaal processes. Enebo and Rennerfeit (1964) studied the correiation between
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voinme load and BOD removal for the treatment of spent suifite iiquor of birch cooking as
foiiows:
Tabie 9. The correiation between the voiume ioad (L ) and BOD removal (Enebo and Renner
feit 1964). V
L (kg BOD/m3 d) BOD removal (%)
3 82
4 73
6 57
8 42
10 20
Rennerfeit and Schantz (1965) investigated the bio-oxidation of bieach piant effiuents and
condensate of a suifite puip process. They attained 90% BOD removal using a voiume ioad
of 10. Schmidt and Weigt (1968) used a volume load of 2 when treating kraft miii effluents.
They attained 90 % BOD removal. Skwara et al. (1973) also applied a voiume ioad of 2 when
treating bieached Ca-sulfite pulp miii effluent; BOD removal was then 91 %.
Ii is evident that the sludge ioad is a more important faetor for the design of an aerationtank
volume than hydrauiic ioad or volume ioad. Siudge ioads have aiso normaiiy beenhighinpuip
miii effiuent treatment: Amberg and Cormack (1957) successfuiiy treated spent suifiteiiquor
using a siudge ioad of 1. 2-1. 9 kg BOD/kg MLSS d. Lardieri (1957) did many piiot piant ex
periments with different effiuents such as kraft mmi, suifite process and board miii effiuents,
He used sludge ioads of from 0. 2 to 2. 0 and attained 90 % BOD removal. Pehrson and Renner
feit (1958) reported 7 as an extreme value for the siudge ioad. They treated bieach piant effiu
ents and suifite puip process condensates and achieved 80 % BOD removal. Robbins (1958)
treated semichemicai process effluents in a piiot piant and achieved 90 % BOD removai using
a siudge ioad of 0. 5. Geliman (1963) treated kraft miii effiuents in a piiot piant and reported
90 % BOD removai with a siudge ioad of 0. 4 and 70 % BOD removai with a siudge ioad of 1. 0.
Butier (1 964) treated effiuents of a bieached kraft process using siudge ioads of 0.4-0.8 with 90%
BOD removai. Enebo ei ai. (1964) noted the foilowing piiot piant data when treating spent sui
fite liquor:
Tabie 10. The correiation between siudge ioad (L) and BOD removai (Enebo et ai. 1964).
L (kg BOD/kg MLSS d) BOD removai (%)
1 71
2 64
3 58
4 54
5 49
6 46
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Rennerfeit and Schantz (1965) treated bieach plant effiuents and condensates of a soifite puip
process in piiot piants, and they reported 80 % BOD removal for a slodge ioad of 4. Canczarczyk
(1 970) appiied siudge ioadsof 0.3-0. Sinkraft miii effiuent treatment. Akamatso and Kamiahima
(1971) used a siudge ioad of 0.8 jo aikaiine extraction effiuent treatment and attained 85%BOD
removai. Akamatsu and Kamishima (1972) aiso uaed a siudge ioad of 0. 5 iii kraft mmi effioent
treatment, attaining 90 % BOD removal.
MLSS Emde (1 964) soggest 3 kg/m as a mjnjmum for industriai wastewater treatment. Ex
periments with puip miii effiuents have normaiiy beeo condocted for very high MLSS, up to
20 kg/m3 (Amberg and Cormaek 1957; Lardieri 1957). Swedish investigators, such as Pehr
son and Rennerfeit (1958), Enebo and Rennerfeit (1964) and Rennerfeit (1965), have aiso osed
high MLSS of up to 9 kg/m3. Many American treatment piants, contrary to the European
practice, have osed fairiy iow MLSS jo the order of 2 kg/m3 (Laws and Borns 1960).
3. 9 OXYGEN UTILIZATION
Oxygen utiiization ja not dependent on the oxygeo concentration jo the aeration tank if the
concentration ja above zero. Oxygen utiliization dependa on the foiiowing main factors (Emde
1964):
- available amount of substrate, which can he expressed as the voiume ioad removed;
- envjronmentai conditions such as temperature, pH and turbuience;
- qoantity and qoality of mieroorganisma.
The subatrate amount effect on the oxygen utjijzatjoo of mcroorganisms can he simpiified
into the foiiowiog three types (Emde 1964):
1. Logarithmic growth of microorganisms
Subatrate ja avajiable jo exceaa, and oxygen utjijzatjoo a dependent on the amount of
mioroorganiama and no ionger on the amount of aubatrate.
2. Declining growth of mioroorganiama
In thja caae there is a ahortage of aubatrate, and aubatrate reapiration and endogenoos
reapiration both occur. Oxygen otiiization ja dependent on the amount of avaiiabie
aubatrate, j. e. on voiume ioad removed, hut ja not very dependent on the amount of
microorganisma, i. e. on MLSS.
3. Endogenoua reapiration
In thia eaae suhatrate ja no ionger avaiiable and mieroorganiama conaume their own
ceiia. Oxygen otilization ja depeodent on the amouot of microorgaoiama, i. e. on MLSS.
Temperature haa a conaiderabie effect on endogenoua reapiration. Oxygen utjiization
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rate ts in the order of 4 g 02/kg MLSS h.
Aeeordtng to many researehers, it ts supposed that oxygen ts eonsumed in ao aettvated sludge
treatment plant by both substrate resptration and endogenous respiration. Oxygen uttltzatton
ts thus dependent on the organte load removed and on the sludge quanttty, as follows (Eeken
feider 1964):
Ro = a L + b MLSS (16)
where Ro ts oxygen utiltzation rate (kg 02/m3 d)
L is volurne load removed (kg BOD/m3 d)
MLSS is mixed liquor suspended solids (kg/m
a and b are coefftetents.
For domestie sewage Emde (1957) has reported that a ts 0.5 and h ts 0.1. Many tndustrtal
wastes may have dtfferent values for a and h. Dtssolutton of oxygen tn water ts very raptd at
the air-water boundary, whtle the dtffuston veloetty of oxygen tn water ts low. The oxygen
supply ts eonsequently dependent on the renewal of the atr-water houndary. Turbulenee tn the
aeratton tank wtll thus have a eonstderable effeet on the oxygen supply.
3.10 Long-term BOD
Due to the long detentton time of wastewaters tn the Ftnntsh lakes and the low temperature of
the lake water it ts neeessary to determtne the long-term BOD of wastewaters at vartous
temperatures. For example, the detentton time of Kaukas wastewater tn Lake Satmaa ts about
2. 5 months. The mean monthly temperatures of the lake water of Saimaa at Lauritsala were
tn 1971 as follows (Water Researeh Instttute 1971) starttng fromJanuary: 0. 5°C, 0. 5°C,
0. 5°C, 0. 5°C, 8. 9°C, 16. 0°C, 19. 0°C, 18. 6°C, 13. 6°C, 6. 9°C, 0. 5°C, 0. 5°C. The
average annual temperature was 7. 2°C. The values of 0. 5°C are aceordtng to Laaksonen
(1 972) and they tndteate the water temperature one meter below the tee level. Aeeordtng to
the Water Researeh Instttute (1972) the water temperature tn Lake Satmaa at Tatpalsaart was
as follnws:
Tahle 11. The water temperature tn Lake Satmaa (°C) at dtfferent water depths (Water
Researeh Instttute 1972).
Depth m 1 10 20 30 40 50 60
Mareh 1971 0.2 0.7 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.9
August 1972 16.2 15.9 12.1 9.2 7.9 7.8 7.6
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Pulp miii effiuent contains compounds, such as lignins, which cause the long-term BOD. The
contribution made by lignins to the iong-term BOD ts stilli not elear. Whereas Lawrance and
Sakamoto (1959) fnund the microbiological nxidation of iignin tn be very smali, Woodard et
al. (1964) successfuiiy developed an acciimated aetivated sludge which was specific fnr the
removal of iignin from puip miii wastes and was abie to deveiop a suitable bacteria cuiture.
It ts aiso wnrthwhiie noting what Zobeil and Stadier (1940) repnrted about the rarity nf the
microorganisms whieh are capabie of utilizing iignins and whose bioiogieai degradation is
very siow.
Raahe (1968) determined the iong-term BOD of kraft mmi effiuent over a period of 100 days
at a temperature of 20°C. Raabe’s work reveaied a two—stage BOD process, the first stage
being rapid and attributed to the oxidation of the carbohydrate cnnstituent, and the second stage,
which was siow, heing “suggestive of the decompositinn of the iignin and its by-products and
other decomposabie nrganics.”
The fraetion of iignin remaining after binlogieai degradation has heen investigated by Kroner
and Moore (1953). They found that 41 -46 % of iignin remained after 20 weeks. Raahe (1968)
reported that about 50 % of 1ignin remained after 15 weeks.
Hiidenheimo and Wiison (1 974) determined the BOD values of Kaukas kraft mml effiuent over
a period nf 370 days at the temperatures 2, 5, 10 and 20°C, as fniiows:
The BOD determination was conducted using the standard dilution methnd. The required
diiutinns for a iong-term experiment were estimated from the known BOD7 values ofprevious
sampies, the COD, and an examination of previous resuits obtained from similar experiments.
The diiution and seeding of the sampies were carried out by adding asmaiiamountofseed and
making a dilution sufficient to reduce the effects of any toxins present, e. g. mercaptans. It
was aiso ensured that the concentration of the diiuted sample was iarge enough to exert a
measurabie BOD, and that the initiai oxygen eoncentration was sufficient to last throughout
the duration nf the experiment, e. g. such that reaeration of the sampies couid be avoided.
(A reaeration technique has been empioyed hy some researchers. To avoid any errors this
method was not used here. ) Based on the above factors, the untreated effiuent of the Kaukas
kraft miii was diiuted to 1 % with dilution water prepared as specified in Standard Methods
(1971). The added seed was obtained from waters within the vicinity of the mmi. The seeding
0 . 0
. 0
was 0. 25 mi per hter at 20 C, 0. 50 mi per iiter at 10 C and 0. 75 mi per later at 5 C and
2°C. For the sampled treated water the diiution seeding was prepared at 2 per cent.
The ineubation botties were of the reagent type, of 1 25 ml voiume and fitted with glass stop
pers. The procedure for preparing the sampies for ineubation was the standard BOD method
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exeept that the botties were seaied by a special technique. First, in order to faciiitate their
removal, the stoppers were sprayed with Tefion (Fluorogiide Spray, Chem. Plast. me., USA);
then, after filiing, they were inserted and excess liquid was removed from the rim with a
tissue. Finally, after drying in air for a few minutes, the botties were eompleteiy sealedwith
vaeuum wax whteh waa applied hot to the giass rim. The wax uaed was Apiezoo W40 (manufae
turer Sheli Chemicais Ltd.). This was found to he satisfactory as a high penetrating wax and
was aiso easiiy removahle with a suitahle tool. Wax of this type provided a reliahle seal for
a period of as iong as 1 2 months. The oxygen content of the botties was determined using the
standard Winkler method. Each bottle was used for one determination; throughout the period
of the experiment at least duplieate analyses were earried out. The botties were eontained in
four thermostat haths maintained at the separate temperatures, and iight was exeluded.
The BOO values for both untreated and biologieaily treated Kaukas kraft miii effiuent were
fitted, as is öften done, to the simpiified expresaion (Hiidenheimo and Wilson 1974):
BOD
= BODu (1 - 10-K(tt0)) (17)
where BOD0 is uitimate BOD (mg/l)
t is time Cd)
is time of lag period Cd)
K is reaetion rate constant.
The corresponding paremeters using a eomputer are presented in Tabie 12.
The microbiologieai aetivity was affeeted by the temperature, and thia was refleeted in the
K and BOD values whieh decreased with temperature. It is also worth noting that at 2°C the
value of t0 is 70 days for the treated effluent. The vaiue of K for pulp mmi effiuent at 20°C is
often reported to he 0.10, but Rennerfeit (1958) has pointed out that the vaiue may varyconsid
erabiy with the nature of the wastewater. The temperature coeffieient () for untreated and
treated Kaukas kraft miii effiuent is presented in Tabie 13.
Tabie 12. BOD7, ultimate BOD (BOD ) and reaction rate eonstant (K) for untreated and
biologically treated kraft n?iu effiuent in the temperature range 2-20°C; obtained
hy using the equation BODBODu(i•i0(t4o)) (Hiidenheimo and Wtlson 174).
Temperature °C BOD7 mg/l BOD1_mg/l K t0 days
Untreated effluent
20 200 336 0.055 0
10 129 254 0.043 0
5 44 210 0.015 0
2 20 104 0.014 0
Treated effiuent
20 62 143 0. 036 0
10 41 75 0.050 0
5 6 40 0.010 0
2 0 32 0.0064 70
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Tahle 13. Temperature coefficient 9 for ontreated and bioiogically treated kraft miii
effiuent at varioos temperature ranges (Hiidenheimo and Wilson 1974).
Temperature oc Untreated Treated
2-20 1.08 1.10
5—20 1.09 1.09
10-20 1.02 0.97
The extended aeration biological treatment process appeared to remove most of the oxidizable
fraction of lignin compounds, but an appreoiable amount of non-oxidizable lignin prodocts was
discharged in the treatment plant effloent. This study suggested the stability of oxidizable
ligniii fraction in natoral waters. The effect of temperatore on the long-term BOD was inves
tigated for both untreated and treated effluent and it was found that the ultimate BOD decreased
with temperatnre. Correspondingly, the reaction rate constants were also affected and the
valoes at 20°C were between 4 and 6 times greater than those at 2°C (Hiidenheimo and Wilson
1974).
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4. APPARATUS USED
The treatment of kraft miii effiuents in Lohja and Kaukas was investigated using a piiot plant
on a field seale. The treatment of calcium biaulfite condensates in Nokia was studied using
hatch laboratory units.
4. 1 PILOT PLANT USED IN LOHJA AND KAUKAS
The pilot plant used in Lohja and Kaukas was an extended aeration plant. The following design
eriteria were adopted:
- aeration time 1 5 h
- sedimentation time 4 h.
The volume of the aeration tank was 248 m3 and the water depth 2. 5 m. Two secondary set
tling tanks were used, each with a volume of 57 m3 and with a surface area of 22. 6 m2. The
secondary settling tanks functioned alternatively, iso that when one was working as a settling
tank the other was working as a part of the aeration tank. The direetion of water fiow in the
aeration tank was changed after 4 hours by reversing the revolution direetion of the brushes,
and the seeondary settllng tanks were also switehed over by turning the movahle doors. Sludge
from the bottom of the seeondary settling tanks was removed to the aeration tank bythe mov
ement of water. The aerators used wers two standard (Ø 70 cm) Passavant-Werke hrushes
with a iength of 2. 5 m. The 1. 2 m long overflow weirs were iocated at the end of the secondary
settiing tanks. The overflow was reguiated by means of two motor vaives. The opening and the
ciosing of the doors, valves and the reversal of the rövolution of the brushes were reguiated
by timers. The doors had hoies for water fiow to the secondary settiing tank. The pilot
piant was constructed of steel piate eiements. The design of the pilot plant was discussed by
Emde (1966) and Muskat (1966). The pilot piant is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The pilot plant used in Lohja and Kaukas. Both stages of the doors of the operation.
Measures in centimeters.
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4.11 Hydraulic measurements
A sufficient mixing of the aeration tank water is very important. Activated sludge should not
settle in parts of the aeration tank. In the pilot plant sludge settled in the secondary settling
tanks is recirculated by means ofwatermovement, the secondary settling tank being converted
to an aeration tank by turning the doors. The critical points ofsufficient mixingarethus in the
secondary settling tanks where settled sludge must he taken into circulation. For this reason
the velocity of water at the cross section of the secondary settling tank was measured by a
current meter when it was used as an aeration tank. These velocity measurements were made
at 22 points inthe cross section. The velocity of the water depends on the sobmergence of the
brushes. Submergences of 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm were used. The average water velocities in
the secondary settling tanks, functioning as an aeration tank, can he seen inFig. 4. The bottom
velocity of the water ts also a very important factor for sludge circulation.
The bottom velocity was measured at 25 cm above the bottom at 5 points. The minimum bottom
velocity of the water occurs in that part of the secondary settling tank where the water flows
first. The cross section which the water passes first when the secondary settling tank isfun
ctioning as an aeration tank has a rather high surface velocity hut a low bottom watervelocity.
The average minimum bottom veloctties are shown in Fig. 4.
4.12 Nydrsulic residence time
It is important to know the hydraulic residence time of the wastewater in the pilot plant. This
can he measured by dosing e. g. Rhodamtne B into the wastewater and measuring its concentra
tion tn the effluent. When Rhodamine B was dosed into the pilot plant, the pumping capacityof
the wastewater was 300 1 /min, which corresponded to a hydraulic residenäe time of 17 hours.
The pilot plant should be a complete mix tank. Fig. 5. shows that the concentration ofRhodamine
in the plant effluent reached a maximum very soon and the shape of the concentration curve is
very similar to the theoretical curve of the complete mtx tank.
4. 2 APPARATUS USED IN NOKIA
In Nokia the experiments were carried out on the laboratory scale. Five batch units eachwith
a volume of2liters were used. The cross section of one unit was 10cm x 10cm. The hydraulic
residence times in the experiments were 2, 4 and 8 days, and various amounts of nutrients
were dosed. The condensate was added to the units once a day.
5. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were carried out in Lohja in 1967-1969, in Kaukas in 1970-1972 nd in Nokia
in 1974—1 975.
5.1 MILL DESCRIPTIONS
The Lohja Milis of Joutseno Pulp Oy produced unbleaehed kraft pulp which was converted into
MG and UG paper. Produotion was ahout 43 000 tons per year. Pine (65 %), spruce (25 %),
and birch (10 %) were used in pulp production. The water consumption was 320 m3/ton and
the BOD load 70 kg BOD/ton. The departments ot the krait miii were:
- the harking piant: 3 dry debarkers and a barking drum (Wiien)
- the cooking piant: 6 batch digesters
- the washing plant: 15 bateh diffusers
- the sereening piant: 3 vibrating screens (Jönsson), 2 centrifugai screens (Biffar) and
a hattery of centrieieaners
- the drying maohine (KMW)
- the black iiquor evaporation piant: 4-stage vacuum evaporator (Swensson)
- the white liquor preparation piant (Dorr).
In 1970 the Kaukas kraft miii produced about 135 000 tons of bieached kraft puip per year
using about 70 % pine and 30 % hirch. The water consumption was ahout 420 m3/ton and the
BOD load ahout 34 kg BOD/ton. The departments of the kraft miii were:
- the barking piant: a barking drum (Rauma-Repola)
- the cooking piant: 5 batch digesters
- the washing piant: 4 filter washers (Wärtsilä)
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- the screening plant: 2 Cowan soreens, one Biffar sereen and a centricleaner unit
- the bieaching plant: 6-stage (Wärtsilä)
- the drying maehine (Valmet)
- the evaporation plant: 5-stage (Enso)
- the reeovery furnare (Svenska Maskinverken)
- the cooking liquor preparation plant (Enso-Eimoo).
The Nokia miii produced 120 000 tons of unbieached Ca-bisuifite puip per year using spruce.
The water eonsumption was 300 m3/ton and the BOD ioad 140 kg BOD/ton. Spent iiquor was
evaporated by a normal vaeuum evaporator (Lurgi) where iiquor was heated indirectiy by steam.
5.2 PILOT PLANT OPERATIONS
In 1967-1969 the pilot piant in Lohja operated only in summer and autumn because the mech
anism of the pilot plant was not insuiated against the cold. In Kaukas the pilot piant operated
the whoie year round. The pilot plant operations were started by innoculation with 30-40 m3
of activated sludge from a domestic sewage treatment plant. In Lohja in 1967 and 1968 both
kraft mmi effiuents and domestio sewage were treated to get nutrients from the sewage. In
1969 only kraft mmi effiuents were treated in Lohja but smali amounts of ealcium nitrate and
super phosphate were dosed. In Kaukas oniy kraft miii effiuents were treated. At the begin
ning of the experiments in Kaukas nitrogen and phosphorus were dosed, hut during the iast
9 months no nutrients were added. In Kaukas (NH4)250 and (NH4)2HP0 were used as a
nitrogen souree and Na3PO4as a phosphorus source. Kraft mmi effiuents in Lohja and Kau
kas were not pretreated, and thus the quaiity of wastewater, espeeiaiiy the pH, fiuctuated
greatiy and wastewaters eontained suspended soiids (fibers). In Kaukas pine puiporbirchpuip
was cooked in 2-6 week periods, whieh caused a great fiuctuation in wastewater quaiity. In
Kaukas in summer there was a one month pause in produetion and during this time it was not
possibie to pump wastewater into the pilot piant. Then the pilot piant was aerated only 3 hours
per day, which sufficed to keep aetivated siudge aiive. The wastewater was pumped from the
main sewers of the milis. The aeration time in Lohja was 10-14 hours and in Kaukas l4hours.
Urea and Na3PO4were used in Nokia as the nutrient sources. Condensate was added onee a
day to the iaboratory units.
5. 3 WASTEWATER QUALITY
The anaiyses were made according to Haapaia and Erkomaa (1971), inamannerverysimilarto
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Standard Methods (1971). In Lohja the sampies were collected at one-hour intervais for 24
hours simultaneousiy from the influent and the effluent of the puut piant twice per week. In
Kaukas the infiuent sampies were collected automaticaily and the effluent sampies by hand
onee a day. In Nokia the sampies were taken onee a day from the batch test apparatus.
In Lohja the wastewater quality was more eonstant than in Kaukas because the latter has a
bleaehing plant. In Lohja there was no stripping of condensates and thus wastewaters con
tained a lot of suifides. Kaukas, too, sometimes had suifides in the wastewaters because the
stripping coiurnn was not always in operation. “Accidents” may occur in ali milis, causing
e. g. losses of biack liquor. In Nokia the qualuty of condensates was very even.
The pH of the wastewater in Lohja was neutral on average because puip was not bleached. In
Kaukas the pHofthe wastewaterdepended on the type of pulp cooked and bieaehed. Itwas eloser
to the neutral point if birch puip was produced than ii pine puip was produced. The highestpH
of the birch pulp production period was 6. 6 and the lowest 5. 2. When pine puip was cooked
and bleached, the corresponding figures were 4. 8 and 3. 4. Additionaily, the lowest average
daily pH was 2. 7. The pH was not regulated in the experiments in Lohja and Kaukas. In No-.
kia the pH of eondensates fluctuated from 2. 0 to 2. 5. In the laboratory experiments in Nokia
the pH of condensates was raised to 4. 5-5. 0 by NaOH.
The BOO ofthewastewaters in Lohja and Kaukas wasfairlylow beeause the waterconsumption
of the nilhiis was high, i. e. over 300 m3/ton. The average BOD of the wastewaters in Lohja
in1967 was 170 mg/1, in 1968 88 rng/1 and in 1969 99 mg/1. InKaukas the average BOD
of the wastewater was 130 mg/i. The highest BOD in the birch pulp produetion period was
225 mg/h and the iowest 94 mg/i. When pine puip was produced the corresponding figures
were 161 mg/1 and 91 mg/1. In Nokiathe BOD of condensates varied from 2900-3800 rng/i,
being on average 3 500 nig/1.
The total nitrogen of the wastewater in Lohja was on average 2. 6 mg N/i in 1967, 3. 4 mg
N/1 in 1968 and 4.9 mg N/i in 1969. Jo Kaukas thetotal nitrogen of the wastewater was 1.0-
3. 1 mg N/1, on average 1.8 mg N/1 in the birch puhp produetion period. The corresponding
figures were 0. 9-2.0 mg/1, on average 1.4 nig N/i, when pine pulp was produced. Nitrogen
in the wastewaters in Lohja and Kaukas is mainly in solubleform. InKaukas the totaldissolved
nitrogen amounted to 88 % and the total particulate nitrogen toi 2 %. The total dissoived nitrogen
(88 %) contained 68 % total dissolved ammonia, 0% totaidissolvednitrite, 3%dissoivednitrate
and 17 % total dissolved organio nitrogen. In Nokia the condensates contained no nitrogen.
Sewage used in Lohja on average contained 21 mg N/1 in 1967 and 27 mg N/1 in 1968.
The total phosphorus of the wastewater in Lohja in 1967 was on average 0. 30 mg P/i, in 1968
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0. 38 mg P71, and in 1969 0. 14 mg P71. In Kaukas the total phosphorus of the wastewater
was on average 0.3 mg P71, varying from 0. 1 mgP7l to 0. 4mg P71 inthe production period.
The total phosphorus in Lohja is mainly(76%) in a partieulateform hut inKaukas mainly (66%)
in a filtrable, inorganio form. The total particulate phosphorusinKaukas(34%) isinan organio
form. Thus most of the phosphorus in Lohja is obviously not availahle to microorganisms,
though it ts availahle in Kaukas. In Nokia the condensates contained no phosphorus. Sewage
used in Lohja in 1967 contained on average 5. 3 mg P71, and in 1968 7.0 mg P71.
Toxie sobstances were in low concentrations in Lohja and Kaukas due 10 the high water con
sumption. According to caleulations made by Noukka (1 969), the wastewater in Lohja eould
contain 60 mg sf1 inorganio suifides, 6 mg S71 organic sulfides, :o mg7l turpentine and
10 mg7I resin acids. The amount of inorganio suifides was in 1968 on average 9. 9 mg 571.
The amount of resin aeids varied from 1. 1 to 5. 7 mg7l, heing on average 2. 5 mg71. Kaukas
also had ehlorine eompounds whieh may be toxie. In any ease toxie substanees in Lohja and
Kaukas did not eause any diffieulty in the extended aeration proeess. In Nokia the maintoxie
substanees were
°2’ HS03 and S03. The amount of these in the eondensates varied from
1 500 to 2 000 mg7i. This amount was toöii[Ii for thextended aeration proeess and the
eondensates had to he preaer’ated.
5.4 APPARATUS LOADING
The apparatus was intended 10 keep the sludge load at less than 0. 1 kg BOD7kg MLSS d. To
avoid suspended solids floating out from the pilot plant, the surfaee load of the seeondary
settling tank had to he less than 1.2 m7h. Thus the sludge load was sometimes muehless
than 0. 1 kg BOD7kg MLSS d tf the BOD of the wastewater was low. The aetivated sludge in
the pilot plant was light and the SVI was normallyhigh. In 1968 the SVIin Lohja wasonaverage
220 if 4 % sewage was added hut over 300 if only pulping wastewater was treated. In 1969 in
Lohja the SVI averaged 360 if phosphorus was added hut was less Ihan 200 if phosphorus and
nitrogen were added. The SVI was also high in Kaukas hut stiil less than 330. Sludge was not
removed from the pilot plant in Lohja or Kaukas, hut some suspended solids dtd float out.
MLSS remained low in Lohja and Kaukas due 10 the low volume load and the loss oflightsludge
from the pilot plant. In Nokia the MLSS could he kept high in the batehtype apparatus. The
apparatus loadings are shown in Tahle 14.
Table 14. Apparatus loading.
T L L L MLSS 0h v s
h kg BOD kg BOD rn
m3d m3d kgd h
Lohja 1967 14 1.7 0.29 0.17 1.7 0.8
1968 10 2.4 0.21 0.10 2.1 1.2
1969 10 2.4 0.24 0.07 3.4 1.2
Kaukas 14 1.7 0.22 0.09 2.5 0.8
Nokia 48 0.5 1.7 0.09 20
96 0.25 0.9 0.08 12
198 0.125 0.4 0.07 6
T is hydraulic residence time
Lh is hydraulic load
L is volume load
v
is sludge load
0 is overflow rate
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6. RESULTS
The main purpose of this study was to determine the amount of nutrients needed in the ex
tended aeration of pulp miii effiuents. The temperature and pH effects on BOD removaiwere
aiso studied.
6.1 TEMPERATURE EEFECT
In the experiments in Lohja, Kaukas and Nokia temperatures in the aeration tank were as
foiiows
Tabie 15. Temperatures (°C) in the aeration tankin Lohja, Kaukas and Nokia
Temperature °C
Experiment Minimum Maximum
Lohja 1967 6 22
1968 5 22
1969 8 25
Kaukas 9 24
Nokia on average 28
As can he seen from Tabie 15, iow (near O°C) or high (over 35°C) temperatures did not exist
in the experiments. In Lohja no temperature effect on BOD removal couid be observed in
1967 and 1969 (Fig. 10) when nutrients were added to the extended aeration of unbleached
kraft miii effiuents. In 1968 in Lohja the BOD of the treated effiuent increased at the end of
the experiment (Fig. 9) when temperature decreased in addition. But then, too, the domestic
sewage dosing was stopped and this was probably the main reason for the iow BOD removai
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since in 1967 and 1969 there was no deerease in BOD removal when domestio sewage or
commercial nutrients were added.
The resuits of various pulp cooking periods in Kaukas were computerized. The BOD removal
in the pilot piant was assumed to depend on the quality of the wastewater and on the loading
parameters such as aeration time, sludge ioad, etc. Beeause the loading parameters were
rather constant (e. g. the aeration time was 14 hours) it was assumed that BOD removai
depended on the following function:
BOO removal “Jt, pH, KMnO4 N, P) (18)
where t is temperature in the aeration tank °C
pH is pH of the MLSS in the aeration tank
KMnO4 is KMnO4 consumption of the wastewater
N is nitrogen dosed
P is phosphorus dosed.
The number of observations was not large enough for a diversified equation composition.
The following equation was selected, however:
BOD removal (%) = a + a1 t + a2 p11 + a3 KMnO4 + a4 N
+ a5 P + a6 t pH + a7 t KMnO4 +... (19)
+ a10 pH KMnO4+a11 pH N +
where a is a coefficient.
The eomputerized equation showed that BOD removal did not depend on temperature. Thus
it can be stated that temperature in the range 5-25°C has no effect on BOO removal in the
extended aeration of pulp miii effiuents when the siudge ioad is less than 0. 1 kg BOD/kg
MLSS d.
6.2 pH EFFECT
In Lohja the p11 of the wastewater was neutral and the p11 effect on BOD removal couid not
he studied. In Kaukas the pH of the wastewater varied greatiy and could ehange in one hour
e. g. from 4 to 7 (Fig. 6). The iowest daily average p11 measured was 2. 7. The p11 of the
infiuent and effiuent of the pilot plant were approximately the same, due to HC1 produced
from the bleaching of.pulp. It was possibie in Kaukas to study the pH effect on BOD removai.
The computerized equation (19) converted to the foliowing expression:
BOD removai (%) = 45 + 5. 1 p11 (20)
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Equation (20) depends only on the pH. It covers 22 % ot the ohservations (Fig. 7), and the
correlation between BOD removal and the pH is 0.47. Equation (20) agrees well with the
results mentioned in the review of the literature. In Nokia the p11 eifeet on BOD removal was
not studied. The pH of the condensate was reguiated by NaOH to about 5. lii the treatment the
pH increased in 3hours tothe maximum 7.5-8.0 which indieatedthat acetic acid wasdecompo
sed at that time (Fig. 8).
6. 3 NUTRIENT DEIVIAND
Fig. 6. Fluctuations in the p11 of the waste
water in Kaukas.
It can be expected that in extended aeration nutrients ean be reused to some extent as disous
sed in the review of the literature. In Lohja either sewage or commercial nutrients were
added to the kraft miii effiuents, though experiments were aiso carried out without a nutrient
dosage. In Kaukas experiments were carried out during a 9 month period without addingnutri
ents. Various amounts of nutrients were used jo Nokia. As mentioned before, the composition
of nutrients is different in Lohja and Kaukas (Tabie 16).
Tahle 16. Percentages of soluhle and particuiate nutrients of the wastewaters (%).
Lohja Kaukas Nokia
Total soluble N
Total particuiate N
Totai soiubie P
Totai partieulate P
8
6
0
0 1. 8 12 16 Z0hours24
Time
67 88 0
33 12 0
24 66 0
76 34 0
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Fig. 7. The correiation between the pH of
MLSS and BOD removal in Kaukas
(r 0.46).
Fig. 8. The pH of MLSS in Nokia after the
addition of the condensate
(Laamanen 1975).
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Fig. ii. Resuits for Lohja in 1968 Fig. 12. Resuits for Lohja in 1968
— ts the amount of pnip miii — ts the amount of puip miii
wastewater wastewater
- -
- ts the amonnt of puip miii -- - ts the amount of puip miii
wastewater and sewage wastewater and sewage
o is the total nitrogen content 0 ts the total phosphorus eontent
of the activated siudge of the activated siudge
From Figs. ii and 12 it can he seen that when the dosing of sewage in Lohja was stopped in
1968, the nutrient content of the activated siudge dropped eontinuousiy to near zero and BOD
removai decreased markediy. Tabie i7 shows the nutrient - BOD reiationships in Lohja and
Kaukas.
it can he seen from Tabie 17 that phosphorns has heen the iimiting factor in the extended
aeration of the Lohja wastewater (Fig. 10) because when 4 % domestic sewage or phosphorus
was addedaccording 10 the ratio of BOD P = 100 : 0.32 ElO removai was over 80 %. There
was sufficient nitrogen in the wastewater in Lohja.
The resuits for Lohja and Kaukas are not highiy eomparabie becanse the dominating faetor
in Lohja was the shortage of phosphorus whiie in Kaukas it was the pH of the wastewater.
in any rase the effect of soiuble phosphorns on ElO removai ts shown in Fig. i5.
Tabie 17. Nutrient-B0D reiationships and ElO removais (E).
E% iloN 100 N(soiubie) i00P 100 P(soiubie)
ElO ElO ElO ElO
Lohja
i968 (4% sewage) 81 7.3 4. 9 0.7 0. 2
1968 (no sewage) 34 6.4 4.3 0.5 0. 1
i969 (N+P) 92 8.3 6.7 0.4 0.3
i969 (N+P) 96 5.9 4.3 0.4 0:3
i969 (P) 88 4.9 3.3 0.4 0.3
Kaukas 70 i.5 1.3 0.23 0.15
Time
Fig. 13. The total nitrogen content of the
activated sludge jo Kaukas after
stopping the nutrient dosage.
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Fig. 14. The total phosphorus content of the
activated sludge in Kaukas after
stopping the nutrient dosage.
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Fig. 16. The BOD of the effluent in Nokia
with the various amounts of nutri
ents dosed and at the various hy
draulic residence times (T).
In Kaukas the equation showed that BOD removal was not dependent on the nutrient dosage.
When the nutrient dosage in Kaukas was stopped, the activated sludge contained 65 mg N/1
and 16 mg P71. These amounts decreased jo one month to 35 mg N/1 and 5 mg P71, and the
nitrogen and phosphorus content of the activated sludge has subsequently reached ao equjlibrium
stage, which means that nutrients can he re-used in extended aeration. Otherwise the nutr ient
content of the activated sludge had decreased to the same level as jn the wastewater (Fig. 13
and 14). The actjvated sludge in Kaukas contained 1. 4 % nitrogen and 0. 2 % phdsphorus, which
is much less than given jo the review of the literature. The theoretical detention time of nitro
gen and phosphorus jo the pilot plant in Kaukas was 12 days.
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In Nokia it was possihle to treat condensates with 97 % BOD removal using a ratio of BOD : N
P = 100 : 1 : 0. 1 and applying a 4 day hydraulie residence time and a sludge load of 0. 09 kg
BOD/kg MLSS d. Ii the dosage of nutrients was stopped, the BOD of the effluent increased
rapidly (Fig. 16). Jo Nokia even smaller amounts of nutrients could he used thaninLohja and
Kaukas.
Tahle 17 shows the percentage ol’ nitrogen and phosphorus in the activated sludge in Nokia at
the various hydraulic residenee times and at the various nutrient dosing levels.
Tahle 18. The percentage of nitrogen and phosphorus of the activated sludge at Nokia.
Hydraulic residenee time (days) 4 4 4 2
Dosed nutrients (BOD:N:P) 100:1:0.1 100:1:0.3 100:2:0.3 100:2:0.3
1.2 1.7 1.3 0.8
0.5 0.8 0.7 0.6
From Tahle 18 it can he seen that the nitrogen percentages espeeially have been much smaller
than given in the review of the literature. If the hydraulic residenee time was less than 2 days,
the aetivated sludge contained less nutrients than if the hydraulie residence time was 4 days
even if nutrients were dosed aceording to the same ratio (100 : 2 : 0. 3). This indieated that
a lower loading improved nutrient re-use. Although the experiment periods in Nokia werenot
very long, it could he suggested that the ratio of 100 : 1 : 0. 1 was enough for effective treat
ment if the hydraulic residenee time was sufficiently long and the sludge load low.
7. DISCUSSION
This ehapter diseusses:
- the nutrient eontent of aotivated sludge
- the theoretical detention time of nutrients in the pilot plants
- the ratio of BOD : N : P
- th temperature and pH effects
It is generally known that extended aeration can be described by the following simplified
equations:
organic matter
+ °2 microorganisms + C02 +H20 (21)
microorganisms + O2 C02 + H20 (22)
From equations (21) and (22) it can be suggested that mioroorganisms can re-use more nutri
ent, nitrogen and phosphorus in extended aeratinn than in the conventional activated sludge
process in which mainly equatinn (21) occurs and micrnorganisms are removed as excess
sludge. The re-use of nutrients by micronrganisms was studied by determining the nutrient
amount in influent, in the reactor (in the aeratinn tank) and in the effluent atthe steady-state
condition. No excess sludge was removed from the pilot plants. Thus the nutrient amounts
in the influent and the effluent were the same in the steady-state condition, and the beginning
ui the steady-state condition was determined by measuring the nutrient amount ui MLSS.
Nitrogen removal by denitrification was impossible due to the high oxygen concentration in
the plants. Ii nutrients are to be re-used the nutrient amount in the reactor should be much
higher than in the influent azd effluent. The detention time ui nutrients in the puut plant is
thus lunger than the hydraulic residenee time. Because the biuprucesses in this case were
very sluw, the study required lung experimont periuds tu pruve the steady-state cunditiun
in the reaetor.
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Puip miii effiuents were treated with extended aeration (siudge ioad about 0. 1 kg BOD/kg
MLSS d) in Lohja, Kaukas and Nokia using smaiier amounts of nutrients than are used in
conventionai aetivated siudge piants. In Kaukas no nutrients were dosed during a period of
9 months when bieaehed kraft miii effiuents were treated. The steady-state condition was
achieved in one month after stopping the dosage of nutrients. The nitrogen and phosphorus
amounts of activated siudge then remained constant. At the steady-state condition activated
siudge in Kaukas contained 1. 4 % nitrogen and 0. 2 % phosphorus. In Nokia the nitrogen and
phosphorus amounts of activated sludge varied depending on the amount of nutrients dosed
into suifite pulp mmi condensates. The minimum nutrient amounts in the Nokia experiments
were 1. 2 % nitrogen and 0. 5 % phosphorus. The nutrient percentages mentioned ahove are
mueh smaUer than in the activated siudge of domestic sewage (Emde 1964) orinthe activated
sludge of the eonventional puip miii effiuent treatment (Eckenfelder 1961; Enebo and Renner
feit 1964). Eckenfeider (1961) aiso reports a larger criticai nitrogen amount of aetivated
sludge of puip miii effiuents. Aiba et al. (1973) also mention higher nutrient percentages in
rnicroorganisms. Referring to the figures attained ja Kaukas and Nokia, it can he statedthat
it is possibie to treat wastewaters with activated sludge of a iow nutrient content.
In a conventionai activated siudge piant for domestic sewage the detention time of nutrients
ean he caiculated to be about one day and of the same magnitude as in conventionai activated
siudge piants of puip mmi effiuents. In the extended aeration of puip mmi effiuents the deten
tion time of nutrients is ionger than the hydrauhc residenee time and longer than in conven
tionai activated siudge piants. In the Kaukas experiments the detention time of nitrogen and
phosphorus was 12 days (the hydrauiic residenee time was 0. 7 d). In the Nokia experiments
the detention time of nitrogen was 4-20 days andthatofphosphorus 20-130 days (the hydrauiic
residence time was 2-8 days). The iong detention time of nutrients in the extended aeration
piants indicated the re-use of nutrients.
The ratio of BOD N P in Kaukas wastewaters was on average 100 1. 5 0. 2 if the totai
amount of nutrients in bieached kraft mmi effiuents are taken into account. If oniy the soiubie
amount of nutrients is cönsidered the ratio is 100 1. 3 0. 15. BOD removai in the Kaukas
experiments was 70 % without the dosing of nutrients. The Kaukas wastewater contained 2 mg
N/1 and 0. 3 mg P/i. The same amount of nutrients was found in the effiuent of the piiotpiant,
and at the steady-state condition for 9 months the activated siudge in Kaukas contained 35 mg
N/i and 5 mg P71 (F’igs. 13 and i4). Nitrogen and phosphorus can thus he recirculated in
tended aeration. Otherwise the nutrient content of activated siudge wouid drop to the same
ievei as in the infiuent of the treatment piant. The Lohja experiment reveaied that when the
dosing of nutrients (domestio sewage) was stopped, the nutrient content of aetivated siudge
dropped in two months to a very iow ievei and oniy 35 % BOD removal could he attained. The
steady-state condition was not aehieved in Lohja in 1968 due to a iack of phosphorus in the
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wastewater (phosphorus in Lohja wastewaters was mainly (76 %) in a particolate form). In
Lohja it was necessary to add phosphorus to the onhleaehed kraft miii effiuent. Ifphosphoros
was added according to the ratio of BOD P = 100 0. 3 ahout 90 % BOD removal eouid he
achieved. A smaller dosing of phosphoros was not investigated in Lohja. There was enoogh
nitrogen in the Lohja wastewater (BOD N = 100 4). Of this nitrogen amoont 67 % was
solohle. In Nokia in the extended aeration of soifite puip miii condensates the smailest amount
of the notrient dosed was in accordance with the ratio 100 : 1 0. 1. BOD removal was then
over 95 %. Experiments were also carried oot in Nokia withoot adding any notrients, and the
condensates contain no nutrients. Thos the ratio of BOD N P was 100 0 0. Effloent no
trients wiil then he removed from the activated sludge in an amoont which corresponds to the
ratio of 100 0. 3 0.05. It is possihle that this amount is also sofficient for extended ae±ation.
The amounts of nutrients mentioned ahove are smaller than the critical amoont in the conven
tional aetivated slodge plant reported by Heimers et al. (1951). As mentioned in the review
of the literatore, small amounts of nutrients are used in aerated lagoons (Morgan 1969,
Parker and White 1968, Devones et al. 1968, Bhdherg et al. 1971, Hynninen 1974). If no no
trients are added to aerated iagoons, the hydraolic residenee time is iong, 15-30 days (Vam
vakias and Miller, Gillespie 1971). Using the extended aeration method it is thos pdssihle to
achieve at least as good a BOD removal as in aerated iagoons with a small amoont ofnotrients,
thoogh the tank volome can he smaller.
Temperatore had no effect on BOD removal in the range of 6-25°C in extended aeration. This
ties in well with the resolts of Eekenfelder and Emde (1964). The pH of the wastewater had
a marked effect on BOD removal and the resolts are in good accord with those of Keefer and
Meisel (1951).
8. SUMMARY
Extended aeration was appiied for varioos puip miii effiuents using a siudge ioad of iess than
0. 1kg BOD/kg MLSS d. Experiments were carried out using very smailamouiits ofnutrients
or even adding no nutrients if the puip miii effiuent itseif contained some nutrients. Unbieaehed
kraft miii effiuent was treated with about 80 % BOD removai adding 4 % domestic sewage and
with about 90% BOD removai adding phosphorus according tothe ratio of BOD P = 100 0.3.
Bieached kraft miii effluent was treated with 70 % BOD removai without adding any nutrients
and without regulating the pH of the effiuent. The soiubie nitrogen and phosphorus amounts
were theninaceordance with the ratio of BOD N P = ilO i. 3 0. i5. Condensates of a
Ca-bisuifite mmi couid he treated with over 95 % BOD removai dosing nutrients in accordanee
with the ratio of BOD N P = ilo 1 0. 1. The advantage of extended aeration is not oniy
the smafl amounts of nutrients needed hut also that the fiuctuations in effiuent quaiity (e. g.
pH or toxic substances) do not interfere as much as in the eonventionai activated siudge pro
cess.
TIIVISTELMÄ
Valkaisemattoman sultaattiselluteollisuuden jätevesiä voidaan puhdistaa 80-90 % puhdistus
teholla BHK:n suhteen pitkäilmastusmenetelmällä, jossa lietteen kuormitus on vähemmän
kuin 0, 1 kg BHK/kg MLSS d ja jossa on kaksi jaksoittain toimivaa jälkiselkeytysallasta, jos
asumisjätevettä tai ravinteita on lisätty sellujäteveteen.
Valkaistun s ulfaattis elluteollis uuden j äteves iä voidaan puhdistaa 70 % puhdistusteholla BHK :n
suhteen käyttäen edellä mainittua pitkäilmastusmenetelmää, vaikka ravinteita ei lisätä eikä
jäteveden pH:ta säädetä. Tällöin aktiiviliete sisältää ravinteita 35 mg N/l ja 5 mg P/l.
Kalsiumbis ulfiittitehtaan haihduttamolauhteita voidaan puhdistaa yli 90 % puhdistusteholla
BHK:n suhteen, jos pH on nostettu arvoon 5, enin poistettu ja pieni määrä ravinteita
lisätty (BHK : N : P = 100 1 0, 1), käyttämällä jaksoittain toimivaa pitkäilmastusmenetel
mää.
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sor J. Airaksinen rendered vaiuabie advice. Dr.H. Seppänen provided expertise jo micro
biology, Mr. K. Noukka in puip technoiogy, Dr. M. Wilson in chemistry and Professor W.
v. d. Emde in pilot plant design. Thanks are aiso due to Professor S. Mustonen and Profes
sor M. Viitaaari, and to Ms. M. Gaber for revision of the Enghsh text.
Helsinki, February 1976
Heikki Hiidenheimo
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SYMBOLS USED
a coefficient
b coefficient
BOD 5-day biochemical oxygen dernand (in Kaukas and Nokia experiments 7 day
biochemical oxygen demand)
BOD ultimate biochemical oxygeo demand
COD chemical oxygen demand (dichromate method)
d day
F flow rate
K reaction rate constant
specific organisms decay rate
K substrate concentration at half maximum specific growth rate
Kt. K20 reaction rate constants at temperatures t and 20°C
Lh hydraulic load (m3/ d)
L sludge load (kg BOD/kg MLSS d)
L volume load (kg BOD/m3 d)
MG rnachine glazed
MLSS mixed liquor suspended suhde (kg/m3)
NCSI National Council of Stream Improvement
0 overflow rate (m/h)
r correlation coefficient
x2
R concsntration coefficient
R
1
oxygen utihization rate (kg 02/m3 d)
Roe-number parameter indicating the bheaching stage of pulp
S substrate concentration
SSVL stiftels en skogindustriernas vatten och luftvårdforskning
t temperature
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t time
T hydraulic residence time
TAPPI Technical Association of Puip and Paper Industry
T. L. m median toleranee limit ot toxicity
UG unglazed
V volume of reartor
VSS volatile suspended solids
WPCF Water Pollution Control Federation
x, x :i? concentrations of microorganisms (o = influent, 1 = reactor, 2 = effluent)1’ 2
Y yield coefficient
P specific growth rate
0 mäximum specific growth rate
G temperature coefficient
